The effect of obstacle conductivity and electric field on effective mobility and dispersion in electrophoretic transport: a volume averaging approach.
The method of volume averaging has been used to determine the effective electrophoretic mobility and dispersion coefficients for molecular transport of point-like solutes in a two-phase porous medium where the electrical conductivity and the diffusion and mobility coefficients may vary in both phases. The formal theory, derived in previous work, is numerically evaluated for cases where the obstacle phase has a large or small conductivity relative to the fluid phase and where the diffusion coefficient of the solute in the obstacle phase can be large or small relative to that in the fluid phase. In agreement with previous Monte Carlo methods, the effective electrophoretic mobility is not a function of media conductivity or electric field when the obstacles are impermeable to solute transport or have small diffusion solute diffusion coefficients. However, the dispersion coefficient is a strong function of electric field and varies with obstacle conductivity when diffusive transport is small in the obstacles relative to the fluid. In contrast, the effective electrophoretic mobility is a function of electric field when conductivity of the obstacles is much larger than the fluid and when the obstacles are very permeable to solute but have low electrical conductivity.